
ABSTRACT 

HE, GUOZHEN. Microstructure Evolution and Mechanical Properties of a Heterogeneous 

Structured Al-5083 Alloy (Under the direction of Dr. Yuntian Zhu). 

 

It has been a long researching goal to overcome the strength-ductility tradeoff for metals. 

Metals and alloys are either strong or ductile, but seldom maintain both characters for the same 

time. Attempts have been done by many researchers to achieve both high strength and ductility 

via heterogeneous structures. Here we report a heterogeneous lamella structure in 5083 

aluminum alloy which is consisted of hard fine-grained domains and soft coarse-grained 

domains. The heterogeneous lamella structure is achieved by room-temperature rolling and 

partial recrystallisation.  

This thesis reports the effects of annealing temperature and time on mechanical properties 

of Al-5083 deformed by room temperature rolling. By comparing all the data in this work and 

references, an optimum annealing condition is found to be 230 °C and 10 mins. Microstructures 

evolution is examined by TEM and EBSD. Effects of different strengthening mechanisms are 

discussed in this work. Back stress strengthening is believed to play the most crucial role in our 

samples among different strengthening mechanisms. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Statement of Purpose 

The purpose of this research is to find an efficient way to overcome the strength-ductility 

trade-off in a commercial aluminum 5083 alloy. One of the most efficient approach is to 

fabricate heterogeneous structures which exhibits a good combination of strength and ductility. 

In this research, we evaluated advantages and disadvantages of all the heterogeneous structures 

reported so far. Heterogeneous lamella structure is considered as the most ideal structure because 

of its high interlamellar interface density and completely constrained soft domains. Commercial 

aluminum 5083 (Al-5083) alloy is selected as the experimental material because of its ease of 

fabrication and important applications in ships and vehicle bodies. Room temperature rolling and 

annealing are selected to fabricate heterogeneous lamella structure. This thesis will start with 

introducing basic information of heterogeneous structure and features of commercial al-5083, 

then explain the back stress strengthening in heterogenous structures and potential methods to 

fabricate such structures, and finally explore the microstructure evolution and mechanical 

properties of heterogeneous structured al-5083. 

 

1.2 Basics of Heterogeneous Structure 

Throughout history, the progress of human society is always accompanied by a huge leap 

forward in materials. Metals and alloys have been playing an important role in our society for 

their significant mechanical properties, light weight, high conductivity, corrosion resistances, 

easy fabrication, and so on. Although composite materials have replaced metals in some 

applications such as aircraft, vehicles, and buildings [1], metals and alloys are still irreplaceable 

in many situations because of their ease of fabrication and tolerance of different working 
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conditions. It has always been a long researching goal to fabricate metallic materials with 

superior mechanical properties and light weight, however, strength and ductility turned out to be 

mutually exclusive for researches in many decades.  

For the past few decades, nanostructured and ultrafined metals have raised interests of many 

researchers and have achieved extraordinary high yield strength, however, the ductility drops 

dramatically as grain size decreases to nanometer level [2–5]. With the increase in yield strength, 

ductility usually decreases, and vice versa. The phenomenon that ductility decreases with yield 

strength increase, known as strength and ductility trade-off, gradually becomes the main problem 

for researchers. Through decades of studies, researchers find that uniform nano- or ultrafined- 

structure is not able to solve this problem, thus a new strategy, which abandons the uniform 

structure and fabricates a heterogeneous structure for materials, becomes a promising solution to 

strength and ductility trade-off. Many attempts have been made to overcome the shortage of low 

ductile nanostructured metals and to balance the trade-off between strength and ductility. Some 

researches proposed a new strategy inspired by these attempts to maintain both aspects for metals 

at the same time. It is considered a genre of heterogeneous materials. Heterogeneous materials 

are defined as materials presenting huge microstructural heterogeneities in size, geometry, and 

strength between different domains. [6]. A heterogeneous material can be in the form of gradient 

structure[7–9], bimodal structure [10,11], laminate structure [12–14], harmonic structure [15,16], 

nanodomained structure [17], dual-phase alloys [18,19], nanotwinned grains [20,21] , and 

heterogeneous lamella structure [22]. 
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1.2.1 Gradient Structure 

 

Figure 1: A typical gradient structured metal with grain sizes around 20 nm on the surface 

and gradually coarse grains in the core [8]. 

 

In gradient structured materials, grain sizes increase from nanoscale at the surface to 

micron-scale in the core [8]. The gradient structure is consisted of, in sequence, nanograins 

(grain size around 100nm), ultrafine grains (several hundred nm to μm), deformed coarse grains, 

and central coarse grain core. Nanograins at the surface can be fabricated by coating and 

deposition techniques such as CVD, PVD, electrodeposition, and plasma processing, however, it 

is hard to apply for mass production. In 2002, K.Lu’s group introduced a surface mechanical 

attrition treatment (SMAT) to refine grains at the surface to the nanoscale, which showed good 

combination of yield strength and ductility [7]. SMAT is performed by shooting steel balls with 
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diameters around a few microns to the sample surface under different applied speeds and 

duration. Generally, a surface layer with grain size at nanoscale will be formed and core is still 

coarse-grained after SMAT. Up-to-date, SMAT has been researched to improve strength-

ductility combination and fatigue behavior in different kinds of metals and alloys, such as IF 

steel [23], 304 Steel [24], various of aluminum alloys [25], copper [26]. In most of these works, 

the strength of the gradient structured materials surplus the calculation predicted by the rule of 

mixture (ROM) based on thicknesses of different layers [25,27].  

 

1.2.2 Bimodal Structure 

 

Figure 2. Ideal schematics of bimodal grain size distributions in polycrystalline metals [28]. 

 

The bimodal structure is another approach to increase tensile ductility from nanocrystalline 

metals. Bimodal structures were often reported in metals processed by cryo-rolling or cryo-

milling [10,11,16,29]. By cryo-rolling, homogeneous materials were usually first rolled to more 

than 90% thickness reduction using liquid nitrogen and followed by annealing under relatively 

short time. Y. Wang and co-workers reported pure copper processed by cryorolling and 
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annealing which reached 320 MPa yield strength and 30% uniform elongation[10]. In their work, 

the majority of grains were in nanocrystalline to the ultrafine range. Around 25% of grains were 

in 1 to 3 μm. The concept of bimodal structures focused on the distribution of grains size; the 

ideal distribution shows a double peak for critical twinning size. The critical combination of 

strength and ductility for the bimodal structure materials can be achieved by double peaks in 

critical twinning size distribution [28]. According to Lu’s research, random distribution of coarse 

grains and fine grains in bulk metals will not give much rise to mechanical properties [8]. In 

bimodal materials, it is difficult to generate strain partition and various slip systems in coarse 

grains and nearest nanocrystalline grains, which is the main difference from heterogeneous 

materials. 
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1.2.3 Harmonic Structure 

 

Figure 3: Schematic of a harmonic-structured material [29]. 

 

The harmonic structure was first proposed by Ameyama and co-authors[15,30]. It is a 

special case of the bimodal structure. Unlike a conventional bimodal structure, coarse grains 

around tens of microns sit as the cores in shells consisted of ultrafine grains. Harmonic structure 

is usually produced by mechanical milling followed by sintering [15]. The fabrication of 

harmonic structure has been investigated in different metals and alloys, such as pure Cu [15], 

pure Ti [30], Ti-Al alloys [31], and steels [29]. By tuning shell volume fraction, the best 

combination of yield strength and uniform elongation for different metals with harmonic 

structure. It is inspiring because it can produce harmonic structures in pure metals so that 

disturbances from other solution elements and second phases which give rise to mechanical 

properties can be easily ruled out in research. On the other hand, new perturbations may be 

introduced into the harmonic structure, for example, elements like oxygen and nitrogen may 
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contaminate pure metal powders during mechanical milling and sintering. What’s more, the 

mechanical properties of harmonic structures reported so far are not superior than other 

structures discussed previously [15]. Taken the example of harmonic structured pure Cu, when 

considering the ultrafine grain framework as hard domains, the spacing between hard domain 

interfaces are ranging from 50 μm to 100 μm which is several times larger than the optical 

interface spacing [15]. 

 

1.2.4 Nanodomained Structure 

 

Figure 4: Schematic of a nanodomained Ni fabricated by electrodeposition. 

 

Nanodomained structure, dual-phase steels, nanotwinned grains are special cases. In 

general, they are in the range of heterogenous materials, however, their heterogeneities come 

from effects diffetent from hard and soft domains. Nanodomained structure pure nickel was 

reported by X. Wu and co-authors processed via electrodeposition [17]. Around 2.4% volume 

fraction nanodomains (7nm in average) embedded in a matrix with average grain size around 150 
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nm. Their nanodomained nickel samples exhibited a yield strength almost 1.3 GPa and 30% 

uniform elongation while their electrodeposited ultrafine nickel samples (grain size around 200 

nm) only exhibited 600 MPa yield strength and 12% uniform elongation. Unlike other 

heterogeneous structure, authors believed that dislocations were pinned by these nanodomains 

during deformation, which is similar to the scenario of the Orowan bypassing mechanism. 

Despite from their superb tensile test results, sample geometry (10 mm × 2.5 mm × 150 μm) in 

their tensile test is far from ASTM standard, which may affect their uniaxial tensile results [17]. 

Dual-phase alloys are another genre of heterogeneous structured materials. The heterogeneity 

comes from different phases in the alloys which maintain distinct elastic properties. Researches 

have been done with dual-phase steel, transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) steel and 

nanotwinned materials [9,19,20].  

 

1.2.5 Heterogeneous Lamella Structure and Laminate Structure 

Although the structures mentioned above have their unique advantages, their shortages are 

still obvious. In gradient materials, there are two dynamically migrating interfaces which allows 

dislocation density accumulation over the whole sample volume to generate large back stress. On 

the other hand, the effected layer of gradient materials is usually several hundred micrometers. 

Thus, it is hard to be utilized in thick plates, and the yield strength improvement sometimes is 

not sufficient. Low interface density limits the capability of back stress work hardening. It is 

difficult to obtain the ideal distribution of grain size in bimodal materials, causing a problematic 

repetition of the mechanical properties. In laminate structured materials, domain interfaces are easy to 

locate, which make laminate structure a good system to study interface associated properties during 

deformation. The disadvantage of laminate structure is that both soft domains and hard domains are subjected 

to same applied stress during deformation, which gives limited back stress strengthening.  
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Therefore, to discover a simple-fabricated HL structure and introduce more intrinsic 

heterogeneity inside materials become important in making heterogeneous materials. 

Heterogeneous lamella structure is a new and promising structure for the extraordinary 

combination of strength and ductility. 

 

 

Figure 5: Schematics of an ideal lamella structure with elongated coarse grains  embedded in an 

ultrafine-grained matrix [6]. 

 

Heterogeneous lamella (HL) structure was first reported by X.Wu and co-workers in 2015 

[22]. In their work, a titanium alloy was asymmetrically rolled with 87.5% reduction, then 

followed by annealing at 475 °C for 5 min. According to their report, both hard domains and soft 

domains were formed after partial recrystallization. Hard domains were defined as areas 

consisted of ultrafine grains with average grain sizes around 100 nm. Soft domains were 

consisted of recrystallized grains with a size larger than 1 micron and were surrounded by hard 

domains. Their HL samples maintained the same uniform elongation as the coarse grain Ti 
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samples while yield strength increased 600 MPa. Soft domains deformed much more than hard 

domains which produced strain gradient across interlamellar interfaces. As a result, the strain 

gradient generated geometrically necessary dislocations which produced long-range back stress 

near the interfaces [22]. The authors proposed that HL structure was superior to previous 

bimodal structure because of its lamellar nature which gives high interlamellar interface density 

and completely constrained soft domains by hard domains.  

 

 

Figure 6: Schematics of a typical laminate-structured material [12]. 

 

Another method to make lamellar structure is accumulated rolling bonding (ARB) two 

different metals, forming a laminate structure. The laminate structure is a perfect system to study 

the role of the interface under deformation using either in situ or ex situ techniques. Unlike 

gradient heterogenous lamella structure, interfaces between soft domains and hard domains in 

the laminate structure are more accessible to locate because of parallel separation between 

different layers. C.X. Huang and coworkers researched interfaces affected zone in copper/bronze 

laminates [12]. They developed an in situ high-resolution digital image correlation (DIC) 

technique which directly proved the strain partitioning during deformation for laminate 
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structures. What’s more, Cu and bronze share similar elastic constant but different 

recrystallization temperatures and stacking fault energies. These features make it easy to produce 

grain size heterogeneity and strain gradient. Upon deformation, geometrically necessary 

dislocations are always first generated in the Cu layers. These features make investigations on 

dislocation sources in laminates easier than in heterogenous lamella structure. 

 

1.3 Basics of Aluminum 5083 Alloy  

Magnesium is the principal alloying element in aluminum 5083 alloys with composition 

around 4.4 percent [32]. Aluminum 5083 is a widely used commercial alloy for ships, bridges, 

cars, and even missiles components. It shows good corrosion resistances and work hardening. 

Since global warming, air pollution, and energy shortage are becoming more and more serious 

issues, it’s meaningful to increase yield strength and ductility simultaneously for energy 

efficiency purpose in all these applicationsthe . As such a popular commercial alloy, al-5083 

alloy has been well studied by the material community, however, there are few reports on 

processing heterogeneous structures in 5083. Conventionally, possible hardening mechanisms in 

5083 are as followed: solid solution strengthening, precipitation strengthening, grain boundary 

strengthening, and dislocation forest. It’s essential to distinguish the effects of different 

strengthening mechanism when combining with heterogeneous structure.  
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Table 1: Nominal composition of common commercial aluminum alloy 

 Composition (%) 

AA 

number 

Al Mg Zn Cu Mn Cr other 

5083 94.7 4.4 … … 0.7 0.15 … 

 

1.4 Strengthening Mechanisms in Al-5083 Alloy 

1.4.1 Heterogeneous Structure and Back Stress Strengthening 

Researchers proposed that back stress strengthening plays the most crucial role in the 

synergic improvement of strength and ductility for the heterogeneous structure [6,22,33]. In 

metals and alloys, shear flow stress is usually calculated as [34,35] 

𝜏 = 𝛼𝐺𝑏√𝜌𝑆 + 𝜌𝐺 , 

where τ is the shear flow stress, α is an empirical constant usually ranging from 0.2-0.5, G is the 

shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector, 𝜌𝑆 is the density of statistically stored dislocations 

(SSDs), 𝜌𝐺  is the density of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs). In homogeneous 

materials, the contribution from geometrically necessary dislocations is usually very small, the 

major contribution comes from statistically stored dislocations.  
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Figure 7: (A) Schematics of the piling up of GNDs at the interlamellar interface. (B) Plastic 

strain and strain gradient as the function of distance from the interface. (C) Stress as the function 

of function of distance from the interface. [6] (D) TEM image showing pileing-up of dislocations 

in a recrystallized coarse grain at tensile strain of 2% [22]. 

 

In heterogeneous structured materials, geometrically necessary dislocations also play an 

important role in strengthening. Geometrically necessary dislocations are largely generated due 

to effective strain gradient, when plastic strain is not homogeneous throughout the material [35]. 

At the same applied stress, deformation of soft domains is larger than the deformation of hard 

domains. When geometrically necessary dislocations are emitted from a dislocation source inside 

a soft domain and pile up at the interface between hard and soft domain, a long-range stress 

called back stress is generated [22]. In this scenario, the effective stress at the dislocation source 

equals to the difference between the applied stress and the back stress. It required higher applied 

stress to pile up more dislocations at the interface. In another scenario, the same back stress will 

be produced if geometrically necessary dislocations are emitted from ledge sources on the 

domain boundaries or the grain boundaries [12,36]. 

 

D 
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1.4.2 Grain Boundary Strengthening 

Grain boundaries can act as obstacles to dislocation motions across the grains. At grain 

boundaries, lattices are mismatched. As a result, misfit dislocations are generated at grain 

boundaries to accommodate lattice misfit. Slip planes are not aligned across different grains. 

Dislocations cannot travel across grain boundaries upon deformation. If dislocations are 

generated from a Frank-Read source, they will be stopped by the grain boundary and eventually 

pile up with increasing plastic strain.  

 

 

Figure 8: Generation of successive closed loops of dislocation line from a Frank-Read 

source [37]. 

 

The dislocations pileup at grain boundary can traverse the grain boundary or activate a new 

dislocation source in the neighboring grain so that neighboring grains will also undergo plastic 

strains. The dislocation pileup model is described mathematically by Hall-Petch equation [38], 
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σy = σ0 +
ky

√d
, 

where σy is the yield stress or flow stress, σ0 is the resistance stress or back stress due to lattice 

friction, ky is Petch parameter, also unknown as unpinning constant, d is the average grain 

diameter. Hall-Petch equation predicts that the yield stress is a function of grain size.  

 

 

Figure 9: Schematics of piling-up of dislocations from the dislocation source S1 in grain 1 under 

a resolved shear stress 𝜏. S2 is a dislocation source in grain 2. [39] 

 

Predicted by Hall-Petch equation, the smaller grain size is, the larger the yield stress will be. 

With the Hall-Petch equation, the strengthening contribution which comes from grain size effects 

can be estimated. Hall-Petch equation remains valid until grain size decreases down to around 50 

nm[40]. Smaller grain size leads to larger grain boundary density and smaller distance between 

two boundaries. When grain size reaches below 50 nm, grain size softening or reverse Hall-Petch 

effect will occur. The yield stress will decrease with the decrease of grain size. Many 

mechanisms like grain boundary sliding have been reported to explain this behavior [40]. With 
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such small grain size, dislocations are not allowed to pile up inside grains, which results in grain 

boundary sliding and grain rotation. 

 

1.4.3 Solid Solution Strengthening 

Magnesium is the principal solution element in 5083. The maximum solid solubility is 

17.5% [32]. Besides magnesium, there are 0.7% manganese element and 0.15% chromium 

element as well. Solid solution atoms replace aluminum atoms in the Al matrix, forming point 

defects. Solid solution atoms act as barriers to dislocation slip. Upon deformation, dislocations 

can be pinned when they interaction with stationary solid solution elements. This pinning effect 

is one of the strengthening method caused by solid solution. What’s more, other effects such as 

serrated flow and luder’s band observed in the mechanical test are also related to interactions 

between solid solution atoms and dislocations. Serrated flow is known as the Portevin-Le 

Chatelier (PLC) effect, which is commonly observed in Al-Mg alloys [41,42]. PLC effect is 

classified into three types based on serration shape and strain rate[43]. Type A is found at a high 

strain rate. Type B is observed at a medium to high strain rate. Type C is observed at low strain 

rate. The mechanism accepted by most researchers is called dynamic strain aging (DSA) [44], 

which is described as interactions between dislocations and diffusive solid solution atoms.  
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Figure 10: Different types of serrations in a stress-strain curve. 

 

1.4.4 Precipitation Hardening 

There are different kinds of magnesium precipitate in al-5083. It has been reported that 

Guinier-Preston (GP) zone first growthgrow from the supersaturated Mg solid solution which is 

often called α phase [45]. Precipitates are formed from GP zone with increasing annealing time 

at the different annealing temperature. GP zone gradually grows into β′′ phase, β′ phase, and β 

phase [45]. The stoichiometric composition of GP zone in 5083 is Al3Mg [3]. β′′ phase is also 

known as ordered GP zone. It has the same stoichiometric composition with GP zone which is 

Al3Mg [45]. Some researchers suggested that β′′ possibly has an L12 structure [4]. β′ phase has a 

stoichiometric composition of Al3Mg2 and is a semi-coherent hexagonal intermediate phase 

which is reported to the main hardening phase in al-5083 [46]. The β phase is also known as 

Samson phase which is an equilibrium phase called with an FCC structure [46]. The 

stoichiometric composition of β phase is Al3Mg2. The formation of β phase at grain boundary 

will cause stress corrosion cracking because Al3Mg2 is anodic relative to Al matrix [47]. Mn-rich 

precipitates were also observed to be rod-like [47]. 
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Figure 11: Schematics illustrating Orowan bypassing mechanism. (A) The dislocation line bows 

between two particles. (B) The line moves forward. [39] 

 

Al-5083 is not classified as a precipitate hardening alloy. There are two types of well-found 

models describing dislocations – precipitates interactions, which are dislocation cutting through 

particles and dislocations bowing around particles. For coherent and semi-coherent precipitate 

particles, dislocations can cut through precipitate particles upon deformation because of the 

alignment between slip planes in precipitate particles and aluminum matrix. After cutting 

through by dislocations, particles will be sheared in the direction of dislocation moment. Cutting 

through effect is not as useful in semi-coherent particles as in coherent ones. Dislocations 

generated around the surface of semi-coherent particles will decrease volume misfit strain, 

making particle shearing less effective. For incoherent particles, slip planes are not aligned in 

particles and aluminum matrix. As a result, incoherent precipitate particles cannot be sheared by 

dislocations. When dislocations interact with incoherent particles, dislocations are likely to 

bypass these particles, ultimately forming dislocation loops. This mechanism is also called 

A 

B 
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Orowan bypassing or looping. The strengthening caused by Orowan looping. Orowan derived 

the very first equation describing dislocation bypassing a square distribution of particles [39],  

τ ≈
μb

l
, 

where τ is the shear stress, μ is the shear modulus, b is the magnitude of the burger vector, l is 

the average spacing between two neighboring particles. The strengthening effects contributed by 

precipitates can be estimated using this equation from Orowan bypassing mechanism.  

 

1.5 Severe Cold Rolling of Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys 

Several models have been proposed to explain grain refinement and the formation of 

subgrain structures in high SPE metals deformed by severe rolling at ambient temperature. 

Different models have been built to demonstrate the microstructural evolution by large strain 

deformation in polycrystalline materials for years, including Taylor’s full constraint model which 

is best fit for describing homogeneous deformation in equiaxial grains [48]. According to 

Taylor’s model, the uniform slip is achieved by activation of at least five slip systems in 

independent grains, however, deformation is not often uniform in real metals. Taylor’s model has 

been modified by some researchers, but some details remain controversial. If the initial FCC 

metal is evenly deformed, initial coarse grains will be elongated [49]. Eventually, a ribbon grain 

structure will be formed by elongated grains separated by high angle grain boundaries. Within 

each grain, different slip systems are activated to accommodate plastic strain. When strain is 

further increased, dislocations are accumulated, forming dense dislocation walls (DDW) which 

divide grains into cell blocks [50]. Dislocation boundaries associated with cell blocks and 

smaller cells have been classified into two types: geometrically necessary boundaries and 

incidental dislocation boundaries [51,52]. Geometrically necessary boundaries are formed by 
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dislocations in different cell blocks interact with each other at the cell block boundaries. 

Geometrically necessary boundaries are generated to accommodate lattice rotation in the 

neighboring cell blocks. At an early stage of cold rolling, the misorientation of different cell 

blocks increases, gradually sub-dividing into new cells. To distinguish from cell blocks, new 

cells divided from cell blocks are call dislocation cells [51]. Dislocation cells in each cell block 

are separated by incidental dislocation boundaries. Incidental dislocation boundaries are formed 

by statistical mutual trapping of glide dislocations, often supplemented by “forest” dislocations 

[51]. The misorientation across geometrically necessary boundaries is larger than incidental 

dislocation boundaries [53]. As strain increases, cell blocks shrink faster than dislocation cells 

inside [51]. The number of dislocation cells per cell block decreases, ultimately decreases to one. 

The size of cell blocks decreases, however, misorientation increases. Some researchers proposed 

that geometrically necessary boundaries (GNBs) are formed between domains of different strain 

to accommodate the difference in lattice rotation and can become high angle boundaries under 

large strain; incidental dislocation boundaries (IDBs) are boundaries formed by random trapping 

of dislocations. [49,51,53]. Cell block walls belong to geometrically necessary boundaries; 

however, cell walls belong to incidental dislocation boundaries. Cells or subgrain structures are 

first formed inside grains at the early stage of deformation. These subgrain boundaries are 

incidental dislocation boundaries. At very large strain, the high angle boundaries tend to aligned 

in the rolling direction and the spacing between them will be reduced to the subgrain size [49].  
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2. Experimental Techniques and Methods 

2.1 Experimental Procedures 

A commercial Al-5083 alloy was studied in this research. Al-5083 alloy was received in 

plate form with a thickness of 10 mm. As-received commercial al-5083 alloy plates were first 

annealed at 500 °C for 5 h to reach a homogeneous supersaturate solid solution state. These Al-

5083 plates were deformed by room temperature rolling with 10% thickness reduction each pass, 

until a total of 80% reduction in thickness was reached. No cracks were observed on the surface 

of these plates.  

These as rolled Al-5083 plates were annealed under the temperature range from 200 °C to 

300 °C with different annealing time from 5 mins to 20 mins in a tube furnace. Both as-rolled 

Al-5083 and as-annealed Al-5083 plates were polished into thin foils with a thickness less than 

150 μm by mechanical polishing. These 5083 thin foils were then twin jet polished into TEM 

samples using a mixture solution of 75% methanol and 25% nitric acid at 243 K and potential of 

25V. TEM images were taken by a JEOL 2000FX TEM under 200kV accelerating voltage. 

Mechanical properties, including uniaxial tensile tests and unloading-reloading tests, were 

measured by a Shimazu AGS universal testing machine. Samples used in uniaxial tensile tests 

were first machined from sheets processed by room temperature rolling, and then annealed at 

different conditions. Dog bone samples had a gauge dimension of 10×2×1.6 mm3. 
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2.2 Back stress measurement 

Samples used in loading-unloading tests shared the same sample geometry with uniaxial 

tensile samples. Back stress calculations were done based on methods developed by M.Yang and 

co-workers in their previous work [33]. Back stress was calculated by  

𝜎𝑏 =
𝜎𝑟+𝜎𝑢

2
, 

where σb is the back stress, σr is the reloading yield stress, σu is the unloading yield stress. Two 

important assumptions were made in this work in order to derive the relationship between back 

stress, unloading yield stress, and reloading yield stress [33]. Firstly, the frictional stress stays 

constant in both unloading range and reloading range. Secondly, during unloading process, back 

stress is assumed to be constant before the unloading yield point.  

 

 

Figure 12: Schematics showing (A) an ideal unloading-reloading stress-strain curve, (B) a real 

unloading-reloading cycle. 

 

The back stress equation was derived from the stress relations at both unloading yield point 

and reloading yield point. At unloading yield point, the back stress begins to overcome the 

A B 
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friction stress and the applied stress. Piled-up dislocations start to glide back, in the opposite 

direction of the applied stress. This leads to  

σb = σu + σf, 

where σf is the frictional stress. Similarly, at reloading yield point, dislocations start to pile up 

again, because the applied stress starts to overcome the back stress and the friction stress, which 

is 

σr = σb + σf. 

Taken the two assumptions, the back stress can be calculated from the unloading yield stress and 

the reloading yield stress.  
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3. Experimental Results 

3.1 Microstructure Characterization of Heterogeneous-Structured Al-5083 

  

Figure 13 TEM images of (A) equaxial grains; (B) elongated grains and isolated subgrains; 

(C)cell blocks and dislocation tangled zones in al-5083 with 80% rolling reduction  

 

As-received commercial al-5083 alloy plates were first annealed at 500 °C for 5 h to reach a 

homogeneous supersaturate solid solution state. Then, al-5083 plates were rolled at room 

temperature until 80% thickness reduction was reached. Fig 13(A), (B) and (C) are TEM images 

of as-rolled Al-5083 plates. The grain size ranges from 1μm to a few micrometers. Subgrain 

structures are also observed with size smaller than 1 μm. After rolling with 80% thickness 

reduction, initial coarse grain samples were severely deformed, generating dislocation-tangle 

zones well spread across the sample. Fig 13(A) shows large density of dislocation walls and 

dislocation tangled zones. Small grains separated by dense dislocation walls are possibly evolved 

from cell blocks. Within these grains, subgrain structures are observed, which are possibly 

originated from dislocation cells inside cell blocks. In each newly formed fine grain (around a 

few microns), the number of subgrains per grain ranges from 2 to 3. Three kinds of dislocation 

walls are observed, which are dense dislocation walls [50], uncondensed dislocation walls [54], 

and clustered-small-cell walls [53]. Clustered-small-cell walls are consisted of equiaxed, sub-

A B C 
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divided dislocation cells [53]. In fig 13(B), an elongated grain longer than 8 μm is observed, 

surrounded by uncondensed dislocation walls and clustered-small-cell-wall [53]. Isolated 

subgrains are observed near the boundary of the elongated grain. These subgrains have sizes 

smaller than 1 μm. Intensities from most areas differ slightly, indicating small misorientation 

across the area. Fig 13(C) shows a large area of dislocation-tangle zones accompanied by cell 

blocks and clustered-small-cell walls. Dislocation-tangle zones appear as continuous dark areas 

in TEM images.  

 

 

Figure 14: TEM images of (A) oval shape precipitates; (B) subgrain structures (C) elongated 

grains; and diffraction pattern of (D) oval shape precipitates (E) al-5083 matrix in 80% rolled 

5083 with annealing at 230°C for 10 mins. 

A B C 

D E 
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After annealing at 230 °C for 10 mins, precipitations are observed. From the literature, 

precipitation sequence in an Al-Mg alloy is usually as supersaturated solid solution α phase – GP 

zone - β′′ phase - β′ phase - β phase [45]. Guinier–Preston Zones (GP zones) has a stochiometric 

composition of Al3Mg, which is short-range ordered. β′′ phase possibly has an L12 structure, and 

its composition is suggested to be Al3Mg[47]. β′ phase is a semi-coherent hexagonal 

intermediate phase with a composition of Al3Mg2 (a=1.002 nm, c=1.636 nm)[46]. The β phase is 

an equilibrium phase called Samson phase and is of an FCC structure with the composition of 

Al3Mg2 [47]. Fig 14(A) shows oral-shaped precipitates and rod-like precipitates. The oral-shaped 

precipitate is almost 2 μm and overlapped on the al-5083 matrix in the TEM image. Selected area 

electron diffraction (SAED) pattern indicates that the oral-shaped precipitate is the closest to the 

intermediate β′ phase [211] zone axis. The rod-like precipitation is possibly to be an Mn-rich 

precipitate [47]. Fringes around the oval-shaped precipitation could be some other kinds of 

precipitations. Precipitates are not evenly spread throughout the as-annealed samples. 

Precipitate-free areas are also observed. Fig 14(D) shows that a large area of subgrain structure 

and subdivided clustered-small-cell walls remain in al-5083 samples after annealing for 10 mins 

under 230°C. The SAED take from the surrounding matrix is corresponding to [110] zone axis in 

FCC. Fig 14(E) shows ribbon-like structure consisted of elongated grains with subgrains inside. 

Subgrain structure and elongated grains remain after annealing.  
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Figure 15: EBSD image of 80% rolled 5083 samples with annealing at 230°C for 10 mins. 

 

Two kinds of domains are clearly shown in the EBSD picture. Large domains consist of 

grains in [101] orientation, separated by domains of fine grains. In previous studies, large 

domains in the same orientation are considered as soft domains. The soft domains are possibly 

originated from the same grain after rolling and annealing. The misorientation between them is 

so small that they all appear in the same color in the EBSD image. Surrounding areas consisted 

of fine grains are considered as hard domains. The hard domain consists of small grains in 

different orientations. The thickness of the hard domains measured from the EBSD image is 

ranging from 25 to 40 μm. The distance between two different hard domains is around 70 to 75 

μm. Hard domains with orientations other than [101] are embedded in a large area of soft 

domains.  
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Figure 16: Misorientation angles of 80% rolled 5083 samples with annealing at 230°C  

for 10 mins. 

 

Within all correlated misorientation angles, around 45% misorientation angles are smaller 

than 15°, which are generally considered to be separated by low angle boundaries. Less than 1 

percent misorientation angles are larger than 15°, which are separated by high angle boundaries. 

Around 35% misorientation angles are smaller than 5°.  
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Table 2: Grain size distribution of as-rolled al-5083  

with different annealing parameters. 

Grain size distribution 

Annealing 1-10 (μm) 10-20 (μm) 20-30 (μm) 30-40 (μm) 40-50 (μm) 

230°C5M 417 20 4 0 0 

230°C10M 1756 16 3 0 1 

 

For as-rolled al-5083 samples, the grain size is estimated via an optical microscope and 

TEM. Most grains are around 1-2 μm, however, a few large grains with a size around 8 μm are 

also observed. The density of precipitations is hard to estimate via either TEM or optical 

microscope. Under an optical microscope, a large area can be explored, but precipitations are 

hard to be distinguished from its matrix by etching. Grain size information is further gathered by 

EBSD data. Limited by scanning step size, grain size less than 1 μm cannot be recognized in the 

EBSD image for 5 min annealing samples. Most grains range from 1 to 10 μm. No grain larger 

than 30 μm was observed. For 10 min annealing samples, most grains are still less than 10 μm. 

On the other hand, a grain was observed to be larger than 40 μm. 
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3.2 Mechanical Properties of Heterogenous-structured Al-5083 

 

 

Figure 17: The effects of annealing temperature on al-5083 alloy with 80% thickness reduction 

and annealed for 5 mins. 
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Figure 18: (A) The effects of annealing time; (B) tensile stress-strain curve of al-5083 alloy with 

80% thickness reduction and annealed at 230°C. 

 

 

Figure 18: Yield strength and uniform elongation al-5083 in this work and other data  

for comparison. 

(M
P
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Fig. 17 and 18 shows the result of the uniaxial tensile test results for different samples. Each 

condition is tested 4 times for accuracy. To investigate the effects of partial recrystallization on 

mechanical properties, as-rolled al-5083 samples were annealed under different temperature for 5 

mins. Results were summarized in fig. 17. The leftmost data belongs to as-rolled al-5083 with 

80% thickness reduction for comparison. Upper yield point and lower point were observed in 

curves taken from 300 °C samples and coarse grain samples. Annealed at 220 °C，the uniaxial 

tensile properties stay almost the same. From 200 °C to 230 °C, both yield strength and ultimate 

yield strength drop dramatically by 19%, however, uniform elongation increases by 76%. Before 

300°C, yield strength gradually dropped with an increase of annealing temperature and the rate 

of decrease gradually increased. Beyond 300°C, the drop started to slowdown. There was 3% 

difference in yield strength and 4% difference in uniform elongation between 300 °C samples 

and homogeneous coarse grain samples (500 °C 5h). The ultimate stress reached a plateau 

between 230 °C and 270 °C. Based on a combination of yield strength and uniform elongation, 

230 °C was selected for further investigation on partial recrystallization time influence. As 

shown in fig 18(A) and 18(B), the yield stress dropped 80 MPa upon annealing, then dropped 

slowly with the increase of time. The uniform elongation increased significantly until annealing 

time reached 10 mins. In all the samples tested, zig-zag curves were observed, which was 

corresponding to Portevin–Le Chatelier (PLC) band. 
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Figure 19: Unloading-reloading stress-strain curve of as-rolled samples with  

230°C 10min annealing. 
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Figure 20: Back stress versus applied strain of as-rolled samples with 230°C 10min annealing. 

 

Table 3: Back stress of annealed al-5083 and coarse grain samples. 

 R80+230°C 10M Coarse grain 

Back stress (MPa)  271  121 

 

    Back stress measurement was performed at 230 °C 10 mins samples and 500°C 5 h (coarse 

grain) samples. In 230 °C 10 mins samples, the back stress measured was almost 150 MPa higher 

than the coarse grain ones. 
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4. Discussion 

4.1 Microstructures evolution 

Detailed microstructural features are investigated by TEM. Observed from TEM images in 

fig.13, the grain size of as-rolled samples is in the range of 1 to 10 μm. Most equiaxed grains 

range from 1 to 2 μm. Elongated grains are observed to be 8 μm long and 2 μm wide. Isolated 

subgrains are observed in the elongated grains. Rolling was performed with 10% thickness 

reduction per pass, until a total of 80% reduction was reached. A modified Taylor’s model was 

the best approach to describe microstructure evolution during severe rolling at ambient 

temperature [48]. At the early stage of rolling, slip systems were activated in each coarse grain to 

accommodate the plastic strain introduced by shear forces. Dislocation walls and dislocation 

tangled zones started to form, which divided grains into volume elements called cell blocks. 

With increasing strain, the misorientation angles between different cell blocks increased. 

Eventually, new grains formed at the place of cell blocks.     Al-5083 plates were not deformed 

homogeneously by cold rolling at ambient temperature. Elongated grains and equiaxial grains 

were observed in as-rolled samples and annealed samples.  

After partial recrystallization, two kinds of different domains were formed in EBSD images, 

soft domains and hard domains. The alternate arrangement of hard domains and soft domains 

formed a heterogeneous lamellar structure in annealed al-5803 samples. 

One domain consisted of grains with mainly [101] orientation and tiny deviation, which 

would behave as a soft domain. This large soft domain was possibly recrystallized from one 

original grain with subgrain structures. Because of the uniform deformation by room temperature 

rolling, subgrains and cell blocks did not further deformed into plate-like, severely elongated 

grains which were dominant in severe rolling aluminum [49]. As shown in fig 13(A) and 13(C), 
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subgrain structure partly remained in equiaxed cells and dislocation tangled zones while others 

were severely elongated into the plate-like structure. As shown in fig. 14(C), plate-like structure 

remained after annealing at 230°C for 10 minutes.  

Another domain consisted of small grains in many different orientations. The domain of 

large grains offered larger dislocation pile-up ability than the adjacent domains of small grains. 

At the early stage of deformation, large grains would start to deform first. Until the strain in large 

grains reached a critical value, domains of small grains would start to deform. In this way, the 

large grains areas were considered as soft domains. On the contrary, small grains areas were 

considered as hard domains. The continuous hard domain would act as a constraint to the 

deformation of soft domains.  

 

4.2 Strengthening Mechanisms and Back Stress Strengthening in Al-5083 

Al-5083 samples presented in this research (80% thickness reduction and annealing) were 

as good as cryo-rolling 5083 (85% reduction and annealing) in mechanical properties [55]. 

Summarized in fig 16(B), cryo-rolling 5083 exhibited higher yield stress (522 MPa) than room 

temperature rolling with similar thickness reduction, however, mechanical properties were 

almost the same after annealing. It was the result of heterogeneous lamella structure in our 5083 

samples. During cryo-rolling, dynamic recovery was suppressed by the low temperature, 

eventually achieving smaller average grain size and high density of dislocations than room 

temperature rolling [55]. Predicted by some of the earlier models on large strain deformation 

[49], initial grains were deformed into severely elongated grains (400 – 800 nm in length and 50 

– 100 nm in width) under very large strain, forming a plate-like structure [55]. In our work, 

severely elongated grains only made up a small percentage after room temperature rolling.  
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Strengthening mechanisms which are possibly involved in al-5083 are back stress 

strengthening, solute strengthening, precipitate strengthening, grain boundary strengthening, and 

dislocation wall strengthening. The contribution from each mechanism will be discussed 

according.  

Back stress is primary responsible for the improvement of yield stress and ductility. 

Annealed at 230°C from 5 mins to 10 mins, yield stress decreased 2.8%, which was 9 MPa, 

however, uniform elongation increased from 9% to 12%. Average grain sizes were almost the 

same, except few grains were found larger than 40 μm in 10 mins samples. The back stress of 10 

mins annealed samples was 175 MPa larger than the coarse grain ones. The sample consisted of 

soft domains and hard domains, which laid next to each other in a lamellar shape. Two hard 

domains were separated by a soft domain with grains in [101] orientation. The average distance 

between two hard domains was around 70 μm. Upon deformation, the soft domain would 

undergo plastic deform before the hard counterparts started to deform. The strain in soft domains 

was much larger than in hard domians. The strain partition caused geometrically necessary 

dislocations to pile up at the interface on the soft domain side, which generated back stress, 

which was in the opposite direction to the applied stress. The effective stress equaled to the 

difference between applied stress and back stress. Effective stress needed to surplus a critical 

value so that more dislocation would be operated and pile up. As a result, a larger applied stress 

would be needed to pile up more and more dislocations.  

Grain boundary strengthening and dislocation forest played other important roles, however, 

ductility is the cost of the strengthening. Yield stress was increased from 150 MPa to 398 MPa 

when grain size was refined from initial homogeneous coarse grains to 1 μm by cold rolling. 

Ductility was reduced from 24.9% to 5.1%. Grain boundary and dislocation forest were two 
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great barriers to dislocation motion. With larger areas of grain boundaries and larger density of 

dislocation forest, more dislocation could be stored during deformation.  

Solute strengthening and precipitate strengthening show little difference between different 

samples. There was no difference in composition elements between each sample. The principal 

solution elements in Al-5083 samples are magnesium and manganese. Precipitates were found 

Under TEM, for example, Al-Mg β′ phase precipitates which were reported to be a hardening 

phase in Al-Mg alloys. Precipitate strengthening mechanism could be explained by Orowan 

looping,   

τ ≈
μb

l
. 

The shear force was inversely proportional to the distance between two closest precipitates. In 10 

mins annealed al-5003 samples, precipitates were not widespread across the samples. Average 

distance was around a few microns. In this case, the precipitate strengthening effect was too 

small compared with back stress strengthening.  
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5. Conclusion 

1. In this work, a heterogenous lamella structure was reported in aluminum alloy 5083 for the 

first time. 

2. Reported al-5083 samples showed mechanical properties as good as cryo-rolling and annealing 

5083 samples. Our process is more environmentally friendly and economical for mass 

production. 

3. Microstructure evolution was examined by TEM and EBSD, confirming the formation of a 

heterogeneous lamella structure. 

4. Different strengthening mechanisms in al-5083 were evaluated. Back stress strengthening was 

the dominant strengthening mechanism in our 5083 samples. 
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